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INTKOIJUCTION

It is fashionable nowadays for professional people to look around in anguish and

despair at the evidence of their comparative decline. When the need arises, and the TJlcans

are available, citizens wi)). still go to the doctor, lawyer, dentist, accountant, architect or

engineer. Hut even within the past two decades the relationship of the citizen to these

professions has changed. Awe and unquestioning respect has been replaced by regard,

tinged by a measure of scepticism. High comparative income levels have slipped. As a

community, Australians are now rewarding others more generously than they reward

orthodox professionals. The decline in financial fortunes begins in the universities.

In the three years niter 1975 the number of students with TEAS allowances rose

by 10%, but in 1979 the number of assisted students actually fell by 6%. The

effect of these changes in policies by the State and Commonwealth

Governments is that the number of assisted first degree students fell by one

third between HH5 and 1979. Support for post graduate students has also

declined.... The number of new university awards in both 1975 and 1976 wns

900. That number was reduced to BOO in 1977 and to 700 from 1978. Whereas in

1975 there were 2,225 post-graduate students On these awards, by 1979 the

number had fallen to 1,910 - n reduction of 14%. The number will be still less

this year. The"d"ecline in the value of these post-gruduate awards has been even
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greater t1w.n the decline in the· number. The stipend Ims not beell increased

since 1978 - and the value of the stipend has been reduced by inflation Ilnd by

the decision to make it subject to income tax from 1979.... In 1967 , the bnsic

post-graduate award was equal to two thirds of average weekly earnings, but

now it is one third. That rough treatment has reduced the morale of

post--graduate students and of the staff who supervise them. l

"file decline in fortunes and comparative advantage which begins in the declining support

or excellence in universities, extends itself throughout the modern profcssionaP:, career.

Uis relationship with the public is changing and the changes will continue. According to

survey opinion polls less status is attached to lTIany of the old professions than in the past.

In the pecking order of community respect, some of the old established professions nre

being replaced by new technologists: a symptom of the priorities of our time, which will

undoubtedly have their impact on the professions and professionalism.

My assigned subject is reform in the professions. Quite apart from mild feelings

of discomfort and loss of place, thc professions are now increasingly under pubJit:: scrutiny.

Long established modes of self-government and self-regUlation are corning under the

lnicroscope of public attention. In this paper, I proposed to cite evidence of the changing

reiationships between the professions and the community. I will then seek to advance

reasons for .the apparent decline in status and power of the professional man and women. I

will also venture one or two thoughts concerning the future 2.

EVJ!)ENCE OF A CHANGING lWLE

There are some critics who talk of the decline and fall of the professions. I am

not so pessimistic. Professionalism has a distinct place even in today's sceptical world.

Some qualities of professionalism are worth keeping: rigorous training, the acquisition of a

liberal education, the pursuit of excellence in service beyond the neccssities of

remuneration and devotion to a higher ideal of community service.

These qualities are still alive today. But we will be deceiving ourselves if we do

not recognise that the relationships between the profes$ions and the community are

chunging l'upidly. In the law, two major inquiries have becn luullclled. In Ncw South Wales

the Law H.eform Commission has virtuall completed its inquiry.· In Western Australia, a

separate inquiry has commenced. '111e reports of the New Soutll Wales Law Reform

Commission have suggested changes in the organisation, nctivitics, remuncrn tion nnd

discipline of the legal profession of New South \Vales. The Commission's reports have

suggested reform in the general regUlation, complaints handling, advertising and

professional indemnity in$urance of the legal profession.
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l:.ven in advance of legislation, major modifications have been introduced by the

Law Society of New South Wales to permit lay involvement in the investigation of

COJ11l?lllints against solicitol's. Compulsory professional indemnity insurance has been

introduced along lines similar to those proposed by the New South Wales Law Hefofm

Commission. Compulsory professional indemnity insurance for solicitors hils also beep

introduced in Victoria, Queensland and the Capital Territory. The participation of laymen

in sCl'utinizing complaints has now been accepted in several Stutes. In \'I'esl~rn Australia J

in a reversal of previous attitudes, the President of the Law Society ,l1nnoullced the

acceptance· of the desirability "of lay porticipation.3 Legislation and inquit'y or this kind

is not confined to the legal profession. It is not confined to this country.

In Britain, two Royal Commissions reported in 1979 after extensive inquiries

into the pl'ovision of legal services in England and Scotland. The English Commission,

although suggesting the retention of the ·division of the legal profession into solicitors ancl

barristers and the effective monopoly in paid land conveyancing and advocacy, did suggest

a number of changes. Amongst these were the change to permit solicitors to advertise

spcciul skills und to publish ol'oclmrcs, 1l0tificotiOll of legal !lid amI the L'~tlliJlishlll('llt of

citizens' law centres.4 Th~ Scottish Commission was in many ways more radical in its

proposals. Different views may be held about the proposals for change. Clearly, tile HoynJ

Commissions evidenced a concern in government circles about the delivery of legnl

pl'o.fessional services to the community. Even before tJ.l(~ H.oyal Commissions hud repartee},

the "ivlonopoly and Mergers Commission in Britainhud criticised the two-counsel rule and

the rule against professional advertising.S

In Canada, a number of inquIrIes have been held touching the organisation of

the legal I?rofession.·In a report in 1968, a Royal Commission of Inquiry into civil rights

identified a 'real risk that the power (of self-regulation over members] may be exercised

in the interest of the professional occupation rather than in that of the public'.6 It wus

recommended that 'adequate safeguards' should be introduced to ensure against injury to

the pUblic. In Quebec, an Offiee of the" Profession was established in 1974 to provide

'external directors' for the governing bodies of the professions in that Province. Whilst

retaining a great measure "of self government, the Office has ensured infusion of layman

and non-profe,ssionals into the governing bodies of the professions and the establishment

of clearer· criteria for pUblic accountability. In" On~ario and otller Provinces (such us

ivmnitoba) s~eps have been take"n to .include a number of laymen in the governing" body of

tile legal profession, not only for disciplinary proceedings but for the general government

of the profession as well.7
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Nowhere has this change in the org'anisation of the legul profession gone further

Ul:.lIl lhe United Stules. In CuJifOl'lli a, fot' example, tlle Stille lJur hus been rcqllircu by

legislutiolJ to inclucle up to six 'public representatives! Of) lhe 21-rncmbcr Bonrd of

Ciovcrnors. The reH$On given for the ICi~isJalion, when introduced, wus the desire to

uellievc 'public uccou.ntnbility' of the U('I.r. The inclusion of 'consumer reprcsentatives! in H

humbet' of State Bar bodies has led to bitter criticism by the American UHr

Associatioh.8 But quite a[?art from action by the legislature, in the past decade the

courts in the United States have recently stepped in to change long-estnblisfled

professional rules concerning the obligation to cllargc a minimum fce:,9 and limitations

on professional advertising. 10

The medical profession has not been immune from tllis pressure, although it has

been able to contain the pressures for change rather better than the legal profession

has. 11 Nonetheless, at lea:>t since the introduction of ;'t1edibank, there hus been II

somewhat different relationst)ip between the medical profession and the Australian

community. In South Australia, the medical profession is subject to price control. At the

.Econo/llie :::>ulIlmit, the suggestion was made for submitting professional fees to lhe uclvicc

of the Arbitration Commission.

Accountants are another case in point. They too are subject to increased pUblic

scrutiny by committees of inquiry and face the prospect of further government

intel'vention. Within the last month it was announced that an Accountancy Standards

H.evicw Board would be established to regulate accounting standards throughout

Australia.l 2 In June 1.978, when he addressed the Annual Congress of the Australian

Society of Accountants on 'Accounting Standardsl
1 the 'then New South Wale"s Attorney

General (Mr Walker) expressed the view that elaborate auditor and accounting procedures

for public companies: might serve no purpose if the end product was a 'meaningless' and

'Virtually useless' report. l3 He referred to the examination of the accounting profession

in South Australiaand expressed 'considerable concern' that:

not only can anyone tack up a shingle! and call himself an accountant but

convicted rogues and proven in<:ompetence can continue to practise with

impunity. It is true that such people will not secure registration as company

auditors or public accountants nor will they be tolerated as members of either

the Society or the Institute. But they can still legally act as nccountants.14
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l~jr Walker explained the steps taken to provide more effective protection to shareholders,

creditors and employees of companies and the community generally. lie referred to the

establishment of the Accounting Standards Review Committee, whose report is now

available. t5 That report dem~nstrlltes the fact that the concerns of which Mr. Wnll<cr

spol<C are reflected in official and professional mquiries into the accounting profession

and its practices in the United Kingdom and the United States. 16 It now seems that

these concerns will be translated into concerted Australia-wide and legislative action.

The point could be made by reference to other professions too. For example,

tile Trlide !)ractices Commission has refused an application. for exemption by the

representative bodies of professional engineers on the. grounds that their rules governing

minimum fces and restrictions on advertising tcnd to monopoly. 1110 decision is now on

appeal to the Trade Practices Tribunal. Everywhere the professions are under new

scrutiny, Sceptical examination by a society no longer overawed with the pretention.") of

the ·professions. Why should this be so? What has happened to explained the relative

decline in status, prestige and unquestioning respect of the professional in the space of a

<JccU(.I~ or two·! In discovering the answers to these queslfons we muy be able to

prognosticate the future.

ltEASONS FOR DECLINE

Fundamentals. There seems little· doubt that the professional man and woman

today does not enjoy the same status, pUblic esteem, government confidence and relative

salary advantage of equivalent professionals in days gone by. Why should this be so'? In

part, the explanatiOIl is to be found in the changes of ~ociety which have occurred and

which will not be reversed. In purt, the changes lIre within the control of professions.

The features of professionalism Which were formerly stressed by professionals

themselves were personal integrity, service to the community, a shared code of proper

behaviour and, ultimately, a devotion to· higher lideals'. These last were rarely identified

or spoken of because of the proper sense of professional modesty. But in the case of the

medical profession, it was a devotion to the relief of pain and suffering and the service of

llUmunity. In the case of the legal profession, it was a devotion to the proper ordering of

society so that people could live together in peace with respected institutio!!s and

confidence in the impm'tial application of the rule of law. In the .case of tile accounting

p'rofession, particularly in aUditing, it was a dedication to economic honesty in financial

affairs, so that funds entrusted to the few on behalf of the many were properly dealt with

and publicly accounted for. In the case of professional engineers it was committment to

the safety of large public and private works. ·In architecture, it was commitment to the

improving the beauty of the environment.
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'fhe 'higher ideals' have now begun to come under question. Critics, including

intelligent critics from within, have suggested a basic conflict of interest nod duty in the

way in which pl'ofessional bodies 'look after tllcir own'. In the context of the legal

pmfession, an English commentator put the problem thus:

'rhe Law Societyls dual role of trade union. in repl'csenti[lg the interest of its

members and jUdge Un the case of disciplinary mattersJ can no longer be

tolerated..Indeed we would not be surprised if there were not a breath of relief

in Chancery Lane were tile Law Society allowed to -8Ct solely as tile

professional body fOl' solicitors and no longer had to pretend to be all things to

all men. 17

Uther commentat~rs suggest tJ111t it is simply impossible: for professional people to ignore

their economic self interest, where this comes into conflict witll duty to the community,

especially deprived, inarticulate and underprivileged members of the community. IS Still

others suggest that tile decline in confidence in the professional attachment to higher

values is merely one instance of the general loss of confidence in institutions in society

which continued apace during the 1970s and HJ80s.

Greater Access. A second consideration is the change in the access which

ordinary citizens have to the profession. Last century, access to the medical profession

(and even morc to the legal profession) was quite -beyond tile purse of ordinary people,

except in cases of direct need. National health cu!:'e, compulsory motor vchicle insurance,

workers I compensation insurance 8J)d other protections now assure a much more universal

access to medical and para5medical professions, phar'macists and others. For all its

imperfections, the system of legal aid (and the facilities of legal assistance offered by

trade unions and others) ensure that an increasing number o~ OUI' population now get to a

lawyer. The growth in general prosperity and the almost universal obligation to file

income taxr~tm'ns ensures t11at pressure is placed on even ordinary citizens to secure

accounting advice and assistance. Patented architectural plans are available; in many

copies to home buying consumers. Nowadays, there are even funds to insur.e for veterinary

assistclnce. In the context of medicine, this increase in access was put thus:

The preCipitous slide [in esteem] reflects what happens when an increasingly

sophisticated public begins to detect fallibility in the professionals once .thought

to border on the divine. I don't see a deterioration in the qUlllity of medicine,

but a greater awareness of what our deficiences arp.19
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;vlore Professions. In addition to greater access to those professions which exist

must be added the consideration that nowadllys professionalism, or at least the claim to

professionalism; is much more commonplace than it was even a decade ago. In Britain the

iVloliopoly Commission was able to identify 13U bodies claiming to be Iprofessionul'. Within

ti1e past 5 years or so, computing science ha~ produccd-a large and vital new employment

group with claims to professional status, at least amongst some of its members. As a

proportion' of the population, the number of people contending that they are 'professional'

has greatly expanded in recent years. But the mystique that attaches to remoteness Dod

c<?mparative rarity, tends to get lost in a much morc knowledgeable and interdependent

community.

Not only arc there Thore professionals to whom there is grcatQr HCCe5S, but an

increasing number of professionals, inclUding in the old and 1learned1 professions, arc now

salaried employees. This was comparativcly rar€? in the 19th Century and indeed well into

this century. But it is an increasing phenomenon today as market efficiency imposes on

professionals the obligation of corporate organisation Or partnership and amalgamation.

Consumerism. The growth of consumerism is a by-product of a society better

educated and ffiQre conscious of- its rights. It was inevitable that as general compulsory

education expanded, the professional position of some occupational groups would be

increasingly questioned by sceptical outsiders. The i"ising costs of health care, the fees

required for legal representation, and so on produce demands that these professions shoUld

submit to the same rules of fair trading and competition as are now enforced, by law,

against trading corporations and business men. In the United States: one medical

practitioner, reviewing tIle situation lamented:

People aren1t outraged When the quarterback holds out for what he can, but

they expect different treatment when it comes to tIle doctors.20

In Australia, this comment has an added significance because of tIle system of compulsory

conciliation and arbitration and the tribunals which Bssess Bnd vary the re"muncrntion of

wage and salary earners. When employees and pUblic officers from the Prime i\linistcr

down are submitted to external tribunals of this kind, taking economic considerations into

account, there is inevitable pressure that the professions should be deprived of.

unrestricted control of their own professional fees. Especially when the public purse picks

up a large measure of. the professional fees charged·, it is scarcely surprising that publi~

pressure should be mounted to submit those fees to pUblic scrutiny find regulation. It is for

that reason that the suggested role of the Arbitration Commission ·in relation to

professional fees should not be seen as remarkable : even if it faces seriolls legal Bne]

c;onstitu tional hurdles.
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Growth of Government. Tile most important fuctol' in tile cllUllging ·slate of

professionals is the growing role of government. It starts with the viLul part played by

govcl'Jlment in the training of professional men and women. Increasingly, the day-lo-day

life of many professionals is dependent on the pUblic purse. The tremendous investment of

pUblic funds in Austmlia in health services inevitably directs the attention of government

and its officers to the efficiency of the public expenditure. It is inescapable th~ll this

public invC:::itment, consistent with our constitutional system, will lead to n lessening"

inclination to leave things entirely to professionals themselves. )\lo1'e and more lawyers

arc paid by the pUblic purse. In 1~77, Lord Rawlinson suid that public monics now HCCOllnt

for more than half of the income of English burristers.21 Professor' :\'lichael Zander has

put the point this way:

The importance of ... external controls [on the legal profession] is, of course,

increased by the volume of pUblic monies now applied to lcgal services. In

1975-76 the fees paid to private practitioners out of the pUblic purse

aggragated some 77m ( 31m for civil legal. aid and legal advice and assistance,

32m for criminul leg'lil uid illcludjlll~ mogistl'u1cs' cow-1s and Hlll for prosecution

[eo,).22

As more government money is channelled into professional pockets, more demands will be

made for a community say in" the way those funds are spent. Such a say is not necessarily

a bad thing. The concept of the courts having some control over the fees arising out of

litigation goes back to the 15th century. A client's right to ilSk for the taxation of a

solicitor's bill has -existed by st~tute since 1729. Thp question is not whether there should

be public regUlation, for that already exists to some extent. Tlle issue is rather how much

regUlation there should be and how it should be exerted, consistent with the good qualities

of professionalism. 'fhe demand for greater public regulation and the diminished

willingness to leave things to the professionals themselves both reflect and explain the

diminished significance of professional organisations.

In Australia the amounts pumped into medical and health services have reached

very great proportions indeed. The Commonwealth is funding legal aid at the unnual rate

of $24million.23 Although most ~ther professions have not yet secured the same

measure of direct public assistance, it would ~e wrong to say that they are left out of the

growth of. pUblic involvement in the professions. For example the obligations of the

accountant as auditor arise from legislation designed to decentralise the aUditing

function, which is in every sense a pubUc activity established to protect the interests of

creditors, shareholders and the community as a Whole. Nearly half of Australia's

professional engineers are employed by government. The direct und indirect importtlllce of

public sector activities for the health of the professions is manifest.
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Living on the Fat: Continuing Education. In a world of I'Dpid change, when the

liedel.'al and Stotc Parliaments of Australia produce between 'them cHch year more tll'lll 11

thousand Acts, when -this figure is multiplied many times by subordinate legislation, much

of it affecting pt'o[essional services, an acute question arises as to whether professional

qualifications SllOUld be a 'ticket for lifer. I am aware that it is necessary to get clearly in

focus the precise aims which continuing education of the profession will pursue. Previous

models of the learning process may not be upprop~iate for the cont.inuing education of

profe~sionalswho have already established their profcssiollnl credentials.

Within the legal profession the debatc about continuing education is becoming

increasingly vigorous, under the pressure of the Inquiry by thc New South Wales Law

Iwfol'JIl Commission. One of the JUdges of the Supreme Court of New South Wales, Mr

Justice Yeldham has debated the arguments for and against a form of continuing

pl'ofe.<;sional education and concluded tllUS:24

lSI peaking for myself, and speaking with considerable diffidence in n ficld such

tiS this WllCl'C cxperts fuil to ll[;I'CC, and where thc ~-,nw Socicty, for wllose views

I have the utmost respect, has recommended a voluntary scheme, I incline to

the view that there should be some compulsion requiring all practitioners to

undertake some form of study. Such a scheme would probably involve an

applicant for a {?ractising certificate producing evidence to the Law Society,

perhaps every third year, that he or she has spent a minimum number of hours

stUdying to improve his or her legal competence, the details being furnished.

This would undoubtedly involve, inter alia, attendance at some of the seminars

conducted by the College of Law. To this I.would add the reservation that any

scheme must be careful to avoid unfairness and it would make due allowance

for the- legal profession as a learned calling and must also define the need Or

needs of the profession which must be met. Since 1975 mandatory continuing

legal education programs have been i~troduced in at least nine American States

which in general require as a prerequisite for the retention or rcnewal of a

practising certificate, attendance at approved courses for a minimum number

of hours for a set period, In Mi~nesota, which was the first mandatory schemc,

all the lawyers and indeed JUdges were required to t.ake 45 hours of continuing

legal education CourseS every three years....

There is an inconsistency in requiring mandatory detailed education before but not after

.admission to practise.25 Contrary to popular opinion, the law is changing rapidly. !VInny

practitioners today practise largely in fields in whieh they have had little 0" no formal
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education bCCllUSC the field did not exist when they were at University Or was not

considered then to be worthy of attention. It appears likely to me that these observations

have reluvance for tile accounting professions as for tIle legal profession. It probably has

relevance to athel' professions as well.

A professional, dedicated to excellence of service and higher ideals, cannot

afford La live on Ilis educational fat. This is especially so, as the law expands the scope of

the liability of the professional man. It seems that the solicitor, for example, may no

longer be liable to be sued only in contract by his immediate client. 2G H.eccnt aut1lority

ill l:.nglund suggests Wat -aU tl10se persons who were properly within his contemplation as

relying on his advice may be owed a duty of care by 11 solicitor giving advice. 27 By

purity of reasoning, tile scope of the liability of other pr~fcssionHls giving edvice Hll1y be

equally extended beyond Uleir immediate clients to a wider dependent community.

Recurrent Disappointments. Quite apart from these more general

considerations (many of them beyond the control of the professional man and woman)

there is little doubt that the respect for the professions has diminiShed in recent years as

a result of bad I?ublicity which they have all received. Front page spectacles of

well-heelec] doctors being convicted of frauds against Medibank, major defalcations by

lawyers, the failure of accountants to present what laymen conceive to be rtrue and fair r

accounts, tJle collapse of a bridge 1'Qr failure of the engineer1s design, all damnge the

pUblic re~pect for the professions. Each case diminishes, marginally, the capital of

goodwill built up by the devoted work of honest, industrious and dedicated professional

people.

Th"e Impact of New Technology. In all probability the greatest force for change

in the professionals of the future will be none of the above. Scarcely a day goes by now

but we read in the popUlar press or in our own professional journals, of the impact on the

professions of technology, especially new information technology.

For example, Prince Henry's Hospitalin Melbourne has now established has now

established in its intensive care units a computerised monitor which will advise the

medical and paramedical staff of the condition of seriously ill patients and even adjust

their" care according to predetermined va"riable programs.28 At the henrt of the

micro-computer being used is an integrated circuit (or 'microchip') which costs only $10.

For patients needing intravenous therapy, the micro-computer is progl'amed to asscss and

deliver the precise amount of fluid 'rie~ded, even if "the doctor is not present. Th"c

computer makes adjustments for details such as pulse rates, blood pressure and urine

output. it controls ventilation to support breathing and improves the accuracy of therapy,
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The Law Society's Guardiun Gazette constantly draws attention to the impact

of computers on the lawyer of the future. It adverts to one of the mo.."t significant

features of the report of the kayal Commission on Legal Services, namely its numerous

references to the benefit of mechanisation in the legal profession. 29 It describes tile

way in whicllcomputers will be used [or the accounting anu costing of legal scrvict'~. It

also described the utility of word processing and the retrieval of legal informntion.

Australian'law journuis increusingly [ill the same role.

There afC some who take a pessimistic view of the Impflct of micro technology

on futUl'C employment prospects in the professions. Christopher Evans, in a 1~7 4 book, The

Mighty Nlicr.o devoted a chapter of his analysis of the impact of eomputcrisl-ltion of

society on what he described as 'the decline of tile professions I. This is his thcsi:=:;:

The erosion of the power of the estalished professions will be n striking feature

of the second phase of the computer revoluti.on. It will be as marked and

perhaps even more so as· the intrusion into the work of the skilled and

semi-skilled, although -the notion of prcc~pitous ullemployment Ilmong fuctory

workers and clerl<s tends to be the centre of debate. The vulnerability of the

professions is tied up with their special strength - the fact that they act us

exclusive repositories and disseminators of specialist knowledge.3D

Evans' thesis is that at the heart of professional skills is accumulated knowledge and

information. He concedes the element of craft: no computer in the foreseeable future will

replace the human surgeon's skill or the advocate's oratory. He concedes tile special

element of wisdom an~ the importance of human judgment and discretion. Having

conceded these qualities, which may be impervious to the impact of the microchip, Evans

still-argues that ~ great deal of the routine work of the professions is just that: routine. It

involves the application of accumulated knowledge to estaqlished facts. Not only does

Evans believe that computers will be able to do much of the work of professiona.ls at this

level. liis assertion is that computers will be able to do the job better.

In support of this contention, Evans cites the case of medical interviewing with Which·

.computer experts have been.experimenting during the whole of the '70s:

The initial questions (the 'history taking! in ~edical parlance) ·are extremely

easy to formalise, and tile preliminary diagnosis - for example a possible gastric

ulcer - and the decision about· further investigation and treatment _. n

recommendation to X-ray, a sp:eciai diet and so on - follow more 0('· less
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automaticaUy in the majority of cases. COffil?uter programmes have already

been written which take satisfactory histories in a large variety of common

complaints, make relatively simple recommendations for follow-up studies and

even offer tentative diagnoses. And they do it aU with such panache Ul(l.t the

majority of patients interviewed by the computer prefer it to the doctor. Thel'e

is also clear evidences that many patients are more truthful when they tulk to

the computel' and ure more willing to reveal their secrets to it than to 11 human

being. In some experiments in a Glasgow hospital patients suspected of being

slcol10lics were interviewed by u specially tailored computer programme; they

admitted drinking 50% more alcohol to the computer than they did to the

clinic 1s highly trained consultants. In other experiments, patients visiting

psycho-sexual clinics showed real eagerness to chat about sexual hangups to u·

computer, ~m stn!ong constrast to their reluctance to talk to the most

sympathetic resident psychiatrist.31

hvans l pl'ediction that the. 19805 would see the healing professions turning increasingly to

computers is a safe one. In a country with large ethnic populutiollS, specialty prograJned

interrogations in ethnic languages via computet: have a particular usefulness. If it is

already suggested -that we are turning out too many doctors from our medical schools, the

impact of computerisation- ,on the healing professions will not be to create more jobs fqr

the orthodox professional. It will be to create more jobs for the computerist. 'The number

of decisions requ~ring wisdom J experience and skill will be smaller. The needs for true

professional jUdgment, released from the routine of preliminaries, will be fewer. The skills

required on fewer occasions by smaller numbers will be different. They will become the

skills of interpreting the pro<;luct of technological analysis'.

I hasten to say that nobody is pred}cting that we are on the brink of a world in

which a decision to remove an arm will be made by robot computer. Of course this will

110t ha{?pen. Furthermore the revolution of which I speak will not occur overnight. But if

we look into the 21st Century, there is scarcely a phase of life that will not be affected by

the new information sciences,

Within.- the legal and accounting professions, the impact of computerisation will,

1 urn sure, go beyond a few improvements to office accounting, tile word processing of

routine prcced~nts and letters and the occasional use of computers to retrieve an obscure

statute or .legal precedent. I believe that computerisation will profoundly affect the

actual work o.f the legal and accounting professions, replacing a great deal of the work

that is· presently routinely performed under professional supervision.
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I hasten to say that nobody is pred}cting that we are on the brink of a world in 

which a decision to remove an arm will be made by robot computer. Of course this will 
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Within. the legal and accounting profeSSions, the impact of computerisation will, 

1 urn sure, go beyond a few improvements to office accounting, tile word processing of 

routine prcced"mts and letters and the occasional use of computers to retrieve an obscure 

statute or . legal precedent. I believe that computerisation will profoundly affect the 

actual work o.f the legal and accounting profeSSions, replacing a great deal of the work 

that is· presently routinely performed under professional supervision. 
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'I'he report of the Scottish Royal Commission on Legal Services recommended

that lawyers in Scotland should not retain their exclusive right to undertake domestic

conveyancing for a fe.e. A similar monopoly is enjoyed by the legal profession in many

State:; of this country. Its retention in Victoria was upheld by the Dawson Committee

report. 'file Scottish Royal Commission (.:line to a different conclusion. It urged that

thought should be given to the registration of title and the introduction ·of a simple,

cornputerised conveyancing system provided at low cost by tile State, so that .domestic

conveyancing could become a matter of relatively cheap routine. Again -this will not come

about overnight. But neither in Scotland nor in Australia does the wol'1d owe the

professions a living. A great deal of the routine work of the legal, accounting and

administrative professions is susceptible to cOffiputcl'isation. Conveyancing is a notable

example. But there are others. In the accountants l world is there any doubt that the

auditor l ::) function will change greatly, as more and' more records' arc computerised?

Already the word processor, with its capacity to retrieve precedents with appropriute

modifications, is showing what can be done. The high costs of the delivery of legal and

accounting services and tJle burden these' costs place upon access to justice nnd to legal

l'i1jhts will force governments and professions to look for new ways of efficiently

organising at least the'routine work.

ThE FUTURE

The Present Position. This, then, is the position we are at. The community is

generally more sceptical about institutions, including the professions. Members 'of the

community pave greater access to the professionaL There are today manyspeciulised,

highly talented vocations, many 'more than the orthodox old established professions.

Consumers find it difficult to distinguish between their rights in relation to others who

sell goods and services and their rights in rela~ion to professionals. Governments,

increasingly important in the funding of professional 'services, increasingly demand a say

in the expenditw;e of 'public funds. Professional knowledge now moves so fast that Iliving

on the fat l of an old university degree can no . longer be a sound basis for professional

claims. Yet few professions outside the' medical profession have yet come to grips with

the obligations of continuing professional education. The good name of the established

professions in undoubtedly damag.ed by front page headlines of professionals 19one bad l
•

Above all, the impact of science and technology is changing the role and stable work of

the professio·ns. They will be no more immune from its onrush than manual workers.
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In all of these circumstances, it is inevitable that professional men Dod women

of the future, will have a somewhat different life and enjoy a different place in society.

H.cspcct that grew out of infrequent contnet, blind faith and unquestioning reliance on tile

professional has gone, probably forever. Certainly it is significantly diminished. I do not

believe that professional people should lament asscssmen.t of their qualities nccording to

human standards. The bad publicity which attends individual default is partly beyond tile

control of tile single professional, But it fOay require greater sensitivity to cornplnints by

outsiders against -colleagues, especially where their faults arc indifference rnthcr llmn

venality, incompetence or fUiling to. keep up with the lntcstJnw 01' profcssionnJ

developments, rather than frunlc crime.

The role of the government is likely to increase and to affect more

professionalS as they become dependant .for the livelihood on Treasury funds. Governrnent

regulation of the professions is not an unmitigated evil to be avoided at all costs. To some

extent, the involvement of the whole community, through its representatives and officers,

is an inevitable consequence of a society that is much more interdependent.32

Lspecially if the pt~ofessions cannot move with greater speed in their own effective

self-regulation Bnd self discipline, and in laying down effective standards and independent,

rigorous machinery to uphold standards of COffi[)ctence as well as honesty, ·the involvrnent

of the community is both legitimate and inevitable.

Four Themes. The theme to which I believe thinking professionals should

address their minds as they enter the eighties are four. Of the first, the impllc1 of

technology on the profe~sion, I have said enough. On self-regulationbf the professions, J

. believ'e that until clear standards are-laid down, in sufficient detail 10 make plnin.to the

professional, the client and the public the personal obligations of the individual

professional, and until those standards are effectively upheld by an independeflt and

rigorous disciplinary l?fOCess, the professions are not entitled'to insist on self regulation.

The third theme concerns the community voice. I have referred to the moves in

Australia and the United States in the legal profession for a greater lay participation in

the affairs of that profession. But these moves are not confined to North America nnd this

country. In Britain allay observerl has been appointed to scrutinise tile handling of

complaints against lawyers". In New Zealand a significant reorganisation of professional

disciplinary processes and professional government contemNates a growing involvement

of the laity.33 It seems .likely to me that there will be increasing pressures in the future
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for a community voice in disciplinary matters and ultimatel~, possibly, in the government

of the professions themselves. The myopia which cun corne of too close an involvement in

a p31'ticular discipline must be weighed against the special knowledge and experience of

tile professionals themselves arid theil" particular feeling of responsibility for the state and

future directi<?o of their calling.

The fourth theme concerns continuing education. With i\1r Justice Yeldham, I

express 8. personal view that -the world of today is moving too fast to permit any

professional man or woman the luxury of a single professional qualification, never

renewed and nevel' systematically updated. The medical profession has long been

organised to service its members with continuing education in the developments of

knowledge and the healing sciences. In the law, in accounting and in other professions the

pressures for continuing education stern principally· from the constant flux of the laws and

of technology which must be lcarned, understood and applied in a skilled accurate and

up-to-date way by the professionals involved.

The challenge beforc pmfessionals toduy is tile c!lttllcllg:e of clmngc. The

professional ideal has be~n eroded, in part by the forces I have described, in part by

community cynicism about professional monopolies and occasional perceptions of selfish

pursuit of immediate financial gain.

Professionals tend to get judged by higher standard than· commercial people.

:$ome of them are resentful wheri the professional pursuit of high income possibilities is

criticised. Yet the reason· for this community criticism is, I believc, at the heart of the

professional's claim for distinction. For at the heart of the professional ideal is the notion

that, when the chips are down, the professional owes a duty to the_community as a whole,

will pursue the interests of his client or patient with dedication and to a high standard of

excellence and will, where necessary, not be deflected by the inability of the client Or

patient to. [,lay. Whether the professionals, now partly funded from the public pursc, can

maintain and expand these ideals of excellence and pUblic servic~ remains to be seen. If

.they cannot, or will not, then, to be quite frank, they deserve no higher status and no

greater community respect than others who provide vital goods and services. -What is

more, tile community .will rfil?idly reach that conclusion and. the special, unique position of

the professional will be lost. Put shortly, professionals must justify and ,earn the.ir claim to

status, respe~t and privilege. Tile world does not owe· the professionals a living. Whether

these certainties are perceived in a time of ra!?id change, remains to be seen.
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